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Abstract
This paper describes the methods used and the preliminary results obtained in the
assessment of the distribution of income in Brazil over the last fifteen years. We produce new
series combining annual and nationally representative household survey data with detailed
information on income tax declarations recently released by the Brazilian Federal Tax Office
in a consistent manner. Our results provide a sharp upward revision of the official estimates
of inequality in Brazil, while the decreasing inequality trends are less pronounced than
previously thought. The notable result is the exceptionally large concentration of income at
the top and the relative stability over time. The Top 10% income share fell from 55% to 53%
of pre-tax fiscal income between 2001 and 2015, while the Bottom 50% share rose from 11%
to 12%. Brazil’s squeezed Middle 40% of the distribution decreased its low share from 35%
to 34%. Despite strong average income growth, the poorest 50% only made moderate gains,
which came at the expense of small losses to the middle and the top. But concentration of
income at the top remains exceptionally high, with corporate capital owners and high-rank
civil servants dominating the summit of the distribution. We analyze the personal income tax
and find that the majority of the income of the very rich in Brazil is not subject to the tax. This
explains the lower effective tax liability that is observed for upper groups and illustrates that
the personal income tax is not a progressive policy tool in Brazil, violating the principles of
horizontal equity and vertical equity. This motivates the creation of a unified personal income
tax that would incorporate all income categories.
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1. Introduction
From a region historically characterized by high and persistent levels of income
inequality – since at least the late 19th century (Williamson, 2015) – Brazil is no
stranger to being under the spotlight in the domain of economic distribution. In any
official report on income distribution by an international organization, Brazil usually
features near the summit of the inequality rankings, as measured by household
survey data, alongside regional counterparts such as Chile or Colombia. With a gross
market income Gini coefficient above 0.60, Brazil presents a case of extreme market
income inequality across the entire distribution, or at least that which national surveys
can measure. While most studies on income inequality in developing countries use
either survey-based measures or tax-based measures of inequality (when available),
this paper presents new inequality estimates for Brazil combining annual and
nationally representative household survey data (from the national statistics office)
with detailed tabulations on income tax declarations (recently released by the federal
tax office) in a consistent manner. Moreover, it focuses on the market (i.e. gross)
distribution of income and the role of the personal income tax within the portion of the
population that pay it.
This is in contrast to most studies, which concentrate on disposable (i.e. net)
income inequality using the corresponding Gini coefficient or income shares
computed from household survey data. While this focus is necessary to assess the
role of the state in the redistribution of income in Brazil, its sole use detracts from the
primary (market) distribution of income in the country, which in all times and places is
the precursor to the secondary (disposable) distribution of income. Thus by taking the
primary distribution of income head on, this paper provides a different angle from
which to analyse income inequality in Brazil. It also motivates the reconsideration of
the government’s role in distributive affairs through its application of personal income
taxes, which can impact the primary distribution of market income (Piketty, Saez and
Stancheva, 2014).1
Why focus on elites? There are several reasons. Firstly, Brazil partakes in the
regional characteristic that sources high inequality in the disproportionate
concentration of income among individuals at the top of the distribution – individuals
at least within the Top 10% of income recipients – rather than in income differences
between lower segments of the distribution (Székely and Hilgert, 1999, Palma, 2011).
The top is thus instrumental. Moreover, analysing income shares helps to stratify the
income-generating population into income classes, so that a top may be visible, as
opposed to being confounded in a synthetic indicator like the Gini. Indicators like the
Gini are synthetic in that they summarize with one number the between-group
dispersion of income across the whole population. It is difficult to understand how
1

The argument rests on the impact that personal income taxes have on the remuneration incentives
of different income groups. Above certain (country-specific) thresholds higher marginal income taxes
for higher earners will reduce incentives to increase their distributed income, since approval to do so
(if in the context of a company board) would be less forthcoming. The authors refer to this mechanism
as the “compensation-bargaining elasticity”.
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such an abstract indicator has been constructed and what it really means. All we
know is that when it is closer to 0 the distribution it describes is more equal, while
when it is closer to 1 the distribution is more unequal. Yet when presented with a
number like 0.44 or 0.65 it is not easy to grasp. Distribution tables depicting income
shares, on the other hand, are a lot easier to understand as their construction is
straightforward (the average income of a given fractile in the distribution divided by
the average income received by the adult population) and their interpretation is
transparent (an income share of 50% for the Top 10% of the distribution gives us a
clear sense of how the pie is divided). A group that receives half of all distributed
income when it only represents one-tenth of the population is a more concrete and
visible claim on income concentration than saying that the Gini is 0.60, as the latter is
without reference to any particular social group in the hierarchy. As such with an
index like the Gini we are unable to observe the inequality between the top and the
bottom of the hierarchy or between the middle and the bottom or the middle and the
top or within the top. More importantly when presenting income levels in cash terms
(instead of percentages) it makes it possible for people to appreciate their position in
the social hierarchy, which is a useful exercise that has implications for policy
demands. Finally, putting the spotlight on the top is revealing, as elites are interesting
per se. They are politically relevant as economic power may translate into democratic
capture. And by concentrating income (or wealth) they affect the economic
possibilities of others in a given society.
A number of reasons may also motivate why we combine fiscal data and
survey data for the purposes of this study. The most obvious one is the sole reliance
on household self-reported surveys to assess income distribution. Brazil is no
exception to this trend. While the true income distribution (defined by a probability
density function) is unobserved, household surveys can approximate a personal
income distribution by expanding the frequencies of a representative sample of the
population. The problem with surveys is that they tend not to include information on
the very rich in the studied country. Despite random sampling, their income is either
not well measured or are not observed, due to the reluctance of the richest
individuals to disclose all of their income sources, particularly their assets.
Additionally, the rich may refuse to engage in the time-consuming task of answering
a comprehensive household survey, assuming that interviewers manage to enter the
gated communities in which they live. Moreover, statisticians may intentionally
remove extreme observations, so as to top-code the distribution. After all, a survey’s
primary concern is representativeness, not completeness (Groves and Couper 1998
and Groves 2006). Surveys are thus prone to over-represent the extent of labour
income at the top of the distribution and underestimate the extent of capital income
distributed to households compared to what the national accounts would imply.
Income tax data better captures richer individuals, as filing a declaration is
obligatory above specified income thresholds. Furthermore, tax data usually provides
information on the tax liability of filers, which gives us some idea of how much
redistribution is taking place. Although not everybody declares income to the fiscal
authorities and some people can be tempted to under-declare their income in order
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to pay less tax, we can be quite confident in thinking that the people appearing in tax
data actually exist (as they are well identified by fiscal procedures) and earn at least
what they declare
This study is thus among the first to use personal income tax records to study
distributive issues, but it is not the only one. Medeiros et al. (2015) have also
contributed to fill the gap for Brazil. They use (less-detailed) income tax data to
evaluate concentration at the top for the years 2006-2012 and compare it to
household survey results. But they don’t seek to reconcile the two sources. A working
paper for the UN’s International Policy Centre for Inclusive Growth by Gobetti & Orair
(2016) also exploits the same Brazilian tax data to analyse the link between taxation
and income distribution. The present paper shares some similarity with this latter
research, but seeks to crystalize some further aspects about income concentration
and the taxation of elites in Brazil.
Concretely, this paper jointly explores personal income tax records and
household surveys in Brazil over the period 2001-2015 to answer three questions.
First, what does income concentration in Brazil look like and how does it compare to
other countries? Second, how was income growth distributed between different
income groups over the period and what can we know about the types of workers
comprising these groups? And third, how progressive is the personal income tax in
Brazil and how can it be improved? The remainder of the article is structured as
follows. Section 2 presents the data, concepts and the methodology employed to
calculate income shares. Section 3 presents the principal results of the paper on
income concentration, growth and taxation and discusses some policy implications
regarding income taxation. Finally, Section 4 concludes with a summary and avenues
for further research.

2. Data Sources, Concepts and Methods
2.1 Survey Data
This paper exploits three sources of data to arrive at the estimates of income shares
across the entire distribution in Brazil. We begin with the Pesquisa Nacional por
Amostra de Domicílios (PNAD), the large, nationally representative household survey
organized by the IBGE (Brazil’s National Statistical Bureau). The survey runs
annually from 1976 except in the years coinciding with the National Census (which is
once per decade). It consists of a household wave and an individual wave, the
latter’s sample being approximately 350,000 people per year. We use the individuallevel micro-files for the PNAD between 2001 and 2015 to extract personal incomes
(which are freely available on the IBGE’s website).2
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Due to the 2010 Census, the PNAD was not carried out in this year. All our estimates regarding 2010
are averages of 2009 and 2011.
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These are nationally representative with the exception of the waves before
2004, which exclude the rural areas of six northern states (Rondônia, Acre,
Amazonas, Roraima, Pará and Amapá). Thus for these years we adjust the incomes
and population in accordance with the ratio of incomes and population estimated
when including the rural north and excluding the rural north for 2004. The survey
reports individuals’ monthly incomes (in a reference month) according to the source
of the income. Separate questions are asked about the value of income from work,
pensions and property rent received by individuals. However, interests received on
current accounts, financial investments, dividend income and income from social
programs (including social assistance and unemployment transfers) are all included
in the same question. To separate these components we follow guidelines from the
Ministry of Social Development and the Ministry of Labour, such that values less than
or equal to one monthly minimum wage are social assistance transfers (e.g.
conditional cash transfers and welfare pensions), values greater than one minimum
wage but less than or equal to two minimum wages are unemployment benefits, and
all values above two monthly minimum wages are related to financial incomes. To
get yearly incomes we multiply monthly values by twelve and add a 13th montly
salary (an annual bonus defined in Brazilian law). Incomes reported are gross of tax
except for interests from financial investments, which are subject to a withholding tax.
2.2 Fiscal Data
We then exploit fiscal data, which are the personal income tax declarations (DIRPF).
The unavailability of income micro-data for the universe of tax filers means that we
rely on detailed tabulations of the total number of declarants by ranges of total
assessed income. The data come from Grandes Números DIRPF Ano Calendário
2007-2015, a series of yearly tax reports from the Receita Federal do Brasil (RFB,
Brazil’s Federal Tax Office), released for the first time in 2015. There are 11 ranges
of income in the reported tabulations over our period of interest, except for the 2014
and 2015 tabulations, which contain 17 ranges. This contrasts with the official
number of brackets associated to the marginal income tax (varying between 2 and 4
over the period). The assessed amounts are in Brazilian Reais (BRL, R$). The
ranges of assessed income are expressed in units of the minimum wage (from up to
half a minimum wage to more than 160 times the minimum wage for 2007 to 2013
and more than 320 times the minimum wage for 2014 and 2015). These values are
converted into total BRL by multiplying each unit by the statutory annual minimum
wage (monthly minimum wage multiplied by 12).
The nice feature of these tabulations is that they report three legal categories
of personal income per bracket: “taxable income”, “exclusively taxed income” and
“non-taxable income”, such that the total personal income of declarants is assessed,
and not just that which is strictly taxed.3 Taxable income is the income that will be
3

Specifically, the criteria for resident individuals required to present an income tax return are (1) that
they have received taxable incomes over a defined value (e.g. R$ 28,123.91 in 2015) and exempt
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subject to the progressive income tax schedule after the application of deductions. It
comprises of wages of salaried and self-employed workers, pensions and property
rent. Income taxed exclusively includes categories of income already taxed (at
source) according to a separate schedule.4 Hence they are reported post-tax in the
tabulations. These mainly concern capital income (other than rents), such as capital
gains and interests from financial investments, but also labour incomes such as the
13th salary (i.e. Christmas bonus) and worker participation in company profits. Over
the 2007-2015 period, these incomes have accounted for about 10% of total
assessed income. Non-taxable income refers to income exempt from the personal
income tax. These include a host of labour income and social benefits, such as
compensation for laid-off workers, the exempt portion of pension income for over
65s, the exempt portion of agricultural income and scholarships, among other items,
and capital incomes such as distributed profits and dividends of all incorporated
businesses and small unincorporated businesses, interests from savings
accounts/mortgage notes, etc. Additionally, this category includes wealth transfers
(donations and inheritances) and capital increases from the incorporation of company
reserves and the disbursement of shares as bonuses, which are interpreted by the
federal tax office as lump sum income payments, like lottery winnings, and used to
track variations in personal wealth.5 In total these exempt incomes represent almost
30% of total assessed income. All in all, we avail of between 25 and 28 million
declarations over the period, which provide us with information on approximately
20% of the adult population.
Since some important components of capital income are exempt from the
personal income tax, such as dividends, this reduces the incentives to under-declare
dividend income. When comparing the dividends declared in the tax statistics with
those in national accounts we find that the difference is around 3% on average.
Moreover capital income in the form of capital gains and interests from financial
investments are withheld at source and taxed exclusively either at flat rates or at
rates depending on the nature and maturity of the investments. This is facilitated by
incomes and exclusively taxed incomes whose combined value is over a defined threshold (R$
40,000); (2) that the have obtained capital gains from the sale of assets, or have realised trades in
financial markets, or have opted for the exemption from the income tax levied on capital gains earned
on the sale of residential properties, proceeds from which are used to buy residential real estate
located in the country; (3) earned gross revenue from agricultural work over a defined amount (e.g. R$
140,619.55 in 2015); (4) possess property (financial and nonfinancial) whose value is greater than a
st
defined amount on the 31 of December of the given year (e.g. R$ 300,000 in 2015). Individuals can
choose to file as a dependent on someone else’s tax form, but if they do so they must report their
income/assets on the condition that it too meets any of the above criteria.
4
In Brazil capital gains and interests on own capital are taxed at the flat rate of 15 per cent. Interests
from variable income investments are taxed at 15 per cent for share funds and short-term operations,
and 20 per cent for day trades. Interests from fixed income investments are taxed at a rate of 15 per
cent for placements of over 24 months; at a rate of 17.5 per cent for placements between 12 and 24
months; at 20 per cent for placements between 6 and 12 months, and at 22.5 per cent for placements
less than 6 months.
5
All filers must declare the value of their assets (if their total value exceeds a defined threshold) on
st
st
31 of December in year t and on 31 of December in year t-1 in order for the tax office to see if the
change in the value of personal wealth declared by an individual/couple is consistent with the incomes
declared over the same period.
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specific monitoring programs used by the federal tax office, which match declared
personal incomes from tax records (all individuals are required to provide their bank
account details on the declarations) with financial information provided by banks,
through the Declaração de Informações sobre Movimentação Financeira (DIMOF).6
Notwistanding, a certain amount of measurement error in the declaration of income
should be expected, as well as the possibility of other income sources (typically
property rent or self-employment income) to be under-declared.7
A further interesting aspect of these statistical tables is that they present
information on up to 132 different occupations in Brazil regarding the number of
declarants and the amount of taxable income, exclusively taxed income and nontaxable income per occupational category. Unfortunately we are not presented with
any tabulated information on their income so the occupational composition of income
(explained in section 3.2.1) should be taken to be a rough first approximation. Given
that we are not given the variation of income within each occupation, we allocate
each occupation to an income group (e.g. P90-95, P95-99, etc.) on a case-by-case
basis using the nature of the occupation, the average income of the occupation, the
number of people and the average shares of different income categories in the total
income of each occupation compared to the totals for each income group.
2.3 Income Concepts
The income concept we aim to capture from the survey corresponds to the income
received by the household sector in national accounts after employer payroll taxes
(including social security contributions) and corporate income taxes have been paid.
This covers labour income, mixed income and capital income. More precisely this
includes salaries and pensions, self-employment income, net interests, rents,
distributed business profits and dividends, and capital gains made from the sale of
assets. It thus corresponds to the pre-tax post-replacement income, i.e. gross income
received by individuals before personal income taxes, employee payroll taxes
(including social security contributions), and legal deductions but after accounting for
social security benefits in cash (unemployment insurance and social security
pensions). All these items are included in order to make our income concept
consistent with the definition of income in the personal income tax declarations.
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The DIMOF is an obligatory declaration by banks (including credit cooperatives and savings and loan
associations), through which information is passed on to the government about all financial operations
undertaken by the banks’ clients. It was initiated in 2008. Prior to 2008 the government could avail of
the financial transactions tax (the Contribuição Provisória sobre Movimentação Financeira - CPMF) to
crosscheck the information about financial investments provided by contributors.
7
The under-declaration of self-employment income may not be as large as expected for two reasons.
First the DIMOF program applies to all workers, independently of the nature of their occupation.
Independent workers would have to do all their operations in cash for them to avoid a bank trace.
Second most own-account workers, on the basis of anecdotal evidence, create a legal business under
their name and register their income as profit withdrawals or dividends so that they appear on the
declarations but avoid paying the income tax.
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Therefore our income concept is defined as “fiscal income” of the household sector.8
Our income concept from the fiscal data also excludes business expenses of
independent workers required to keep accountancy books (e.g. doctors, dentists,
psychologists, lawyers, independent commercial agents, etc.), as these expenses
are incurred to generate their income. These expenses are can be identified in the
deduction “livro caixa” in the tabulations, which we use to subtract from total
assessed income. Such expenses are not identifiable in the household survey, but
we expect these to more generally affect higher incomes, which the fiscal data does
better to capture.
The raw totals of the population and income, extracted from the survey and
tax declarations, are presented in Table 1, alongside the equivalent income totals
that can be calculated from national accounts to the best of our ability. This income
total is calculated as the sum of the following items:
Salaries (D11)
+ Gross operating surplus, (B2) – Consumption of fixed capital (P51c1)
+ Gross mixed income – Consumption of fixed capital (P51c1)
+ Net property income (D4)
+ Social security benefits in cash (D621 + D622)
– Imputed rent for owner-occupiers
– Investment income attributable to insurance policyholders (D441)
– Investment income payable to pension entitlements (D442)
These variables are taken from the System of National Accounts of the IBGE for the
years 2001 to 2014. For the year 2015 we use Quarterly National Accounts data and
apply the 2014 ratio between fiscal income and national income to the 2015 national
income. All variables are sourced from the Contas Econômicas Integradas (CEI),
except for imputed rents, which is from Tabelas de Recursos e Usos (TRU), from the
IBGE’s System of National Accounts (reference 2010).9 Brazilian national accounts
do not present information for fixed capital consumption of households. As a result,
we apply the yearly depreciation rate on personal capital observed in Mexico over the
same period (4% of national income on average) and allocate it proportionally to
gross operating surplus and gross mixed income. The comparison of the raw totals
confirms that the surveys severely underestimate capital incomes, while they do a
much better job at capturing labour incomes (salaries, pensions, and unemployment
insurance). Despite its restricted population, the fiscal data is better equipped to
capture the quasi-totality of capital incomes, but it does less well in capturing labour
8

“Fiscal income” is distinguishable from “national income” since it only concerns distributed income
received by persons that is or should be reported on income tax declarations. It should also be
distinguished from “taxable income”, which is the income that is ultimately taxed after legal deductions.
Some components of income can be reported on the tax returns but are not taxable. This may vary
with countries. In the case of Brazil it is explicit, as the tax declarations include a section for declaring
non-taxable incomes.
9
This data is the updated series based on the UN’s SNA 2008, where the years 2001-2009 are resestimated to match the new classification.
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incomes as compared to the surveys (see Table 1). This reflects the concentration of
capital income with respect to labour income, where almost half of all labour incomes
registered in national accounts flows to non-filers i.e. the bottom 80% approximately.
It must be stated that some measurement error is expected when computing the
income totals across the three data sources, such that certain values may be
over/under-estimated. Only greater transparency from the tax office will improve the
accuracy of these estimates.
2.4 Combining Survey and Fiscal Income
Step 1. We define the unit of observation as the equal-split adult individual aged 20
and over, equally dividing the income of married couples. The advantage of this
control total is that it facilitates international comparisons (see Alvaredo et al. 2017).
Using the survey micro-files between 2001 and 2015 we estimate 127 percentiles in
the distribution of annual income10, making the necessary adjustments to the original
sample to match the concept of income defined previously.
Step 2. We then correct the portion of the survey distribution whose percentile
incomes are inferior to those in the fiscal distribution.
Part A. To do so we first estimate the distribution of equal-split adult income from the
fiscal tabulations using “generalized Pareto” interpolation techniques developed by
Blanchet, Fournier and Piketty (2017).11 But beforehand we make three adjustments
to the tabulations. First, we assign the “missing” declarations (computed as the
difference between the number of actual declarations and the number of adults in the
survey for each year) to the first bracket of the tabulations, so that we can compute
the fiscal distribution across the entire adult population and not just the tax
population. We thus assume that those that don’t appear on the declaration did not
meet any of income criteria defined previously.
Second, in Brazil the tax unit is the adult individual or married couple (in cases
when spouses opt to declare jointly).12 We deduce the share of single filers per
10

99 for the bottom 99 percentiles, 9 for the bottom 9 tenth-of- percentiles of the top percentile, 9 for
the bottom 9 one-hundredth-of-percentiles of top tenth-of- percentile, and 10 for the 10 onethousandth-of-percentile of the top one-hundredth-of-percentile.
11
These interpolation techniques, contrary to the standard Pareto interpolation, are non-parametric.
They estimate the full “generalized Pareto curve” b(p) (with p being the full cumulative distribution
function F(y)) by using a given number of thresholds pi. As such the Pareto distribution is given a
flexible form, which overcomes the constancy condition of standard power laws, and produces more
accurate estimates. See Figure 1 for a view of the empirical Pareto curves that can be directed
calculated from the tabulations. As can be seen the coefficients are not fully constant even beyond
P90.
12
In Brazil this decision depends on the income differences between individuals in a couple. A jointly
filed declaration takes the combined total income of the couple for the application of the tax schedule.
Where a spouse has little income relative to his/her partner, there are more incentives to file jointly if
the fixed allowance for dependents (including spouses with or without income) that is deductible from
gross income is greater than the additional tax burden brought about by a joint declaration. But if the
spouse has higher income then incentives increase for her to file separately, as her income would be
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bracket by using the total value of the deduction for dependents per bracket in the
tabulations and its fixed value per dependent defined in the tax law to calculate the
number of dependents per bracket. This number includes spouses, children and
other relatives. In order to calculate the number of spouses appearing on a joint
declaration, we use the share of spouses in total dependents per income range of
household heads’ income from the surveys.13 Given the condition that persons filed
as dependents (with or without income) on a declaration cannot file a separate tax
return, the resulting estimation gives us the share of single declarations per bracket,
such that we can calculate the equal-split adult income series.14
A third adjustment must be made, given that exclusively taxed incomes in the
tabulations are reported after tax. To derive the pre-tax values we impute the labour
and capital components of the declared withheld income per bracket, by distributing
the total labour income taxed exclusively in accordance with the per bracket
distribution of taxable income (which is mostly comprised of labour income). We
subtract these values from total withheld incomes per bracket to deduce the capital
component. We then impute an average tax rate per bracket on the labour
component by taking the tax paid on taxable income per bracket (presented in the
tabulation), and a per bracket average tax rate on the capital component (assumed to
be 15%)15.
Part B. Upon retrieving the full distribution from the adjusted fiscal data we compare
the incomes with those estimated from the survey micro-files. Over the 2007-2015
period, the ratios between fiscal and survey incomes increase substantially the
further up the distribution we look. Figure 1 and 2 present the ratios when we look at
upper incomes y(p) (i.e. the average income y(p) above percentile (p)) over the entire
distribution. It can be seen that the discrepancy between the fiscal and survey
incomes become significant beyond percentile P90 (Figure 1), when the ratios
steadily rise above one until they reach double digits for the very highest percentiles
(Figure 2).16
Our preferred correction is the following. Survey incomes are maintained up to
the point where the ratios of y(p) in the two distributions are equal to 1, while fiscal
incomes are superimposed above this point. Specifically we apply the percentile
upgrade factors (i.e. the ratio between fiscal and survey average incomes) to the
subject to the different marginal tax rates (including the first exempt threshold) as opposed to being all
subject to the highest rate if she filed jointly with her husband.
13
This share varies from about 0.25 for the lowest bracket to 0.4 for the highest brackets.
14
The share falls with income, from 99% for the bottom, until it reaches about 62-66% for mid range
incomes, after which it rises slightly for the highest brackets to 66-72%.
15
This can be interpreted as a lower average bound of the exclusive tax rate applied to capital
incomes withheld at source. In Brazil capital gains and interests on own capital are taxed at the flat
rate of 15%. Interests from variable income investments are taxed at 15% for share funds and shortterm operations, and 20% for day trades. Interests from fixed income investments are taxed at a rate
of 15% for placements of over 24 months; at a rate of 17.5% for placements between 12 and 24
months; at 20% for placements between 6 and 12 months, and at 22.5% for placements less than 6
months.
16
Similar findings hold for the quantile function q(p) (i.e. the income threshold q(p) corresponding to
percentile p).
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average incomes estimated from the survey micro-files for the 2007-2015 period
when the overlap exits. For 2001-2006 we apply the upgrade factors from the closest
available year (i.e. 2007), in the absence of further information. The choice of the
closest year as a reference for the extrapolation at least ensures that we maintain a
degree of consistency with the macro data. Figure 3 illustrates this. The evolution of
average real incomes in our combined survey and tax series closely follows the
evolution of the equivalent income concept that can be calculated from national
accounts, with the notable exception of the spike between 2007 and 2008 and the
trends over the more recent years. Note that in the end we adjust the incomes of our
combined series to the national accounts total to be consistent with the
macroeconomic evolution.
By superimposing fiscal incomes on survey incomes beyond the
aforementioned merging point, this method assumes that the people in the top of the
survey distribution are the same people as those in the top of the fiscal distribution
when both distributions conform to the same total population. In other words the
method implicitly assumes that the bias in the surveys is entirely related to the underreporting of income, which is indeed questionable given the known presence of nonresponse (see Deaton, 2005). It is likely that the survey distribution is actually
missing individuals at the top that refuse to respond to the survey. This would
demand a different adjustment procedure that focuses on re-weighting income
frequencies (adding observations at the top) rather than replacing income levels. This
will be examined in future versions of this work.17

3. Income Distribution in Brazil: Inequality, Growth and Taxation
Our analysis provides answers to three broad questions, each containing two parts:
First, to what extent is income concentrated in Brazil and how does it compare to
other countries? Second, how has growth been distributed over the period among
different income groups and what types of workers comprise these groups? Third,
how progressive is the personal income tax in Brazil and how can it be improved?
The following sections reveal our finding
3.1. Income Inequality in Brazil
Figure 4 presents our corrected estimates for the full distribution in Brazil, separating
the adult population into the Top 10%, Middle 40% and Bottom 50% between 2001
and 2015. The first finding to notice is the extent of income concentration in Brazil.
The richest 10% in the population receives over half of all the income distributed in
society, while the bottom half in the population, a group five times larger, receives
between four and five times less. The Middle 40% in the distribution receives about
17

Flores and Morgan (2017) provide a novel adjustment procedure along these lines using Brazil,
among other countries, as a case study.
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one third of total income, less than its proportional share. This reveals that inequality
in Brazil is sourced from the large polarisation between the top and the bottom of the
income hierarchy. Second, the trends over the fifteen-year period point towards the
relative stability of the distribution, if not a slight compression. The poorest 50%
increased its income share from 11% to almost 13% over the fifteen years, while the
richest 10% decreased its share from 55% to 53%. Tables 2a-2b present the
magnitudes for 2015. To be one of the 14 million individuals in the Top 10% you
need to receive an income of 44,000 reais (about US$23,000 PPP), while the
average income of this group is about 141,000 reais (US$76,000). Incomes increase
exponentially as you move up the distribution, with a small group of people receiving
an increasingly disproportionate share of income at the very top.
Figure 5 compares our corrected estimates (combining survey and fiscal data)
with the raw estimates from survey data for the same income groups as in Figure 4.
The findings show the upward corrections made to income inequality in Brazil, due to
the survey severely underestimating the incomes of the Top 10% (by between 8-13
percentage points) and overestimating the incomes of lower groups. Figure 6 shows
a similar underestimation for the Top 1%. The revisions not only convey that surveys
underestimate levels but they also overestimate the decline in inequality over the
period. When utilising both sources of data to analyse the dynamics of inequality in
Brazil, market income inequality has not fallen as much as previously thought.
3.1.1. International Perspectives
The income disparities in Brazil revealed in the previous section can be emphasized
further if they are placed in an international comparative perspective, with the most
unequal countries currently with comparable estimates for income shares covering
the entire distribution. Figures 7-9 present the shares of fiscal income going to the
Top 10% (Figure 7), the Middle 40% (Figure 8) and the Bottom 50% (Figure 9) in
Brazil, China and the USA over the last fifteen years. The inequality between the top
and the rest in Brazil is even starker when compared to other countries. The Top
10% in Brazil consistently surpasses the share captured by the same group in China
and the USA, even as the latter is moving closer to Brazilian inequality levels. The
situation for the Middle 40% is the inverse, as the Brazilian share has hovered
around 35%, while the shares for the middle in China and the USA surpass their
proportional mark of 40%. Comparing the Bottom 50%, Brazilian shares have been
steadily moving closer to Chinese levels. Interestingly the evolution of the poorest
half of Brazilian adults has been the opposite of that observed in the USA since the
early 2000s. In sum, the Brazilian distribution is highly skewed, but the bottom seems
to have made greater gains than in China or the USA since the new millennium.
Figure 10 presents the Top 1% income share in Brazil compared with the
shares in the most unequal countries for which we have data – Colombia, South
Africa and the United States – as well as China. Brazil seems to mark record levels
of concentration, with shares consistently superior to those of the other selected
countries since the beginning of the new millennium. Compared to the USA, the 2008
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financial crisis did not seem to have as large an effect on market inequality in
underdeveloped countries. In the Brazilian case there seems to have been relative
stability in the income concentration of the Top 1% since 2001. Fluctuations also
seemed to have been less pronounced in Brazil and the other underdeveloped
countries than the USA. At the summit, Brazil concentrates twice as much income in
the hands of the top percentile than China, and about 25 times the average income
of the country.18
3.2. Inequality and Income Growth
Between 2001 and 2015 the total cumulated real growth of average fiscal income in
Brazil was a modest 10%, equating to a 0.7% average annual growth rate (see Table
3a). The question that arises from this evolution is how the average income growth of
different income groups compares to these numbers.19 Consistent with the slight
decline in income concentration over the period, the income growth rate of the
Bottom 50% was strong, compared to the Middle 40% and the Top 10%, both of
which grew less than the average for the whole population. Here the marked growth
of Brazil’s real minimum wage over the period (50% cumulative growth) is
noteworthy. Even for the highest income groups, their average income growth was
less than the population average, with the very summit losing most ground over the
period. But despite, the gains made by the bottom, the top of the distribution
continues to capture a disproportionate part of the income growth over the period,
with the Top 10% capturing 41% of total average growth and the Top 1% capturing
13%. The bottom line is that even with the strongest growth performance over the
period, the Bottom 50% did not capture most of the growth due to their extremely low
levels of income and their subsequently low share of income. Thus over a short-tomedium run timeframe, the income growth of the poor seems to matter less than their
share of total income.
Table 3b presents the total per adult growth incidence of each group within the
top of the distribution compared to the full adult population in Brazil, subdivided by
time period. As can be seen, the evidence points towards two inverse temporal
evolutions – a first period (2001-2007), when all top groups experienced negative
average income growth, and a second period (2007-2015), when there was positive
growth for elites, coinciding with increasing inequality over this second period.
3.2.1. Occupational Composition of Income at the Top

18

If all adults earned the average income of their economy then the share of income of the Top 1%
should be 1%. The fact that in Brazil this group concentrates about 25% of income equates to them
taking home over 25 times the average income per year.
19
In this exercise we scale up the incomes of our combined survey and tax series to match the
equivalent income totals from national accounts. Expressed through Figure 3, we scale the red series
up to the blue series, so that we are distributing the growth registered in national accounts for fiscal
income.
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On the basis of the relative performance of the different economic groups we may
ask a further but related question: who are the individuals comprising these groups?
Using information in the tax statistics (see section 2.2) we can get an idea of the
typical occupations we would expect to find at the top of the distribution in Brazil. As
explained in section 2.2 we compare the average income and number of declarants
of each occupation to the number of adults and the income thresholds of the different
percentiles we are interested in. We also compare each occupation’s shares of
exclusively taxed income and non-taxable income in their total income to the shares
of these income categories within different percentile groups for the full population.
For instance if the average income of an occupation lies within the thresholds of a
given fractile (say P90-95) and the share of exclusively taxed and/or non-taxable
income in their total income lie around the same level as the estimated share of
exclusively taxed and/or non-taxable income for the full population in the fractile (say
P90-95), then it is likely that many of the individuals of this occupation are located
within this fractile. This is more likely still if their number is relatively small compared
to the number of individuals in the fractile. For highly populated occupations we focus
more on the division of their declared income than on their average total income to
deduce their position in the distribution. Thus the occupations allocated to each
percentile group should be interpreted as the most likely to appear if a random
selection of people were drawn from each group.
Table 4 presents the findings for the situation in 2015 within the top decile,
alongside the income thresholds of each group and the associated number of
persons. For instance in the Top 10-5% we expect to find many private sector
employees (of the nonfinancial sector) alongside many independent workers,
municipal civil servants, members of the police force, nurses, school teachers etc.
This group of workers saw their incomes grow over the entire period, with all this
growth being sourced in the last eight years (see Table 3b). The other half of the
upper middle class, who fared better, comprises of many public sector workers,
including the military, state and federal civil servants and university professors, as
well as many financial sector employees, business managers, agricultural producers
and skilled professions like accountants.20
As we move up into the upper class we find, as expected, highly skilled
independent professions and high-rank civil servants, between the Top 1% and Top
0.1%. Here we are likely to find most doctors, lawyers, judges, public prosecutors,
diplomats, stockbrokers, and civil servants such as central bankers, federal tax office
officials and directors of public enterprises. Interestingly heads of employer
federations and political parties are also found high up the distribution. At the summit
of the distribution we find the owners of private corporations in the industrial,
commercial and service sectors, who are less than 100,000 people, but control
significant resource flows. This group experienced fluctuating income growth over the
period with the richest capitalists not out-performing their lower-ranked peers. Apart
20

The likely occupations of the Top 15-10% are the same as those of the Top 10-5%, so we do not
include them, also for reasons of space. We can interpret them as being individuals of lower rank in
the same professions.
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from the scale of corporate development in Brazil, the main take-away message is
the important participation of the government in the occupational structure at the top,
which illustrates the vast expansion of state institutions in Brazil and their potential
contribution to pre-tax inequality in the country.
3.3. Elite Taxation and the Progressivity of the Personal Income Tax
Given the scale of income concentration in Brazil, the third broad question this paper
asks is how progressive the personal income tax is in Brazil. Fortunately, the federal
tax office provides in its tabulated statistics information on the net tax paid per
bracket as well as information on all sources of income, as was detailed in section 2.
Using this information we can evaluate the progressivity of the income tax under two
criterion common in the tax literature: horizontal equity and vertical equity. The
former refers to the extent to which all income sources are subject to the same tax
schedule, while the latter refers to the extent to which persons with higher incomes
pay a higher fraction in tax. In order to evaluate the Brazilian income tax and its
redistributive potential according to these criteria it is necessary to detail how the
income tax is levied.
In the personal income tax declarations (DIRPF) three legal categories of
income are reported. As was mentioned in section 2, these are: taxable income
(wages, pensions, rents), withheld incomes taxed exclusively (capital gains, interests
from financial investments and some types of labour income) and non-taxable
income (distributed business profits and dividends, indemnity income, exempt parts
of agricultural labour income and pension income, interests from savings accounts
and partner income from small-sized enterprises etc.). Taxable income is the only
category subject to the personal income tax schedule, with four marginal tax rates
varying from 0 to 27.5%. Withheld incomes taxed exclusively are taxed according to
a separate and definitive schedule. The fixed rates vary between 15 and 22.5%
depending the nature of the gain or investment. Non-taxable incomes are by their
nature exempt from the paying a personal income tax. To arrive at the personal
income tax base certain legal deductions are subtracted from taxable income.21 The
result of the subtraction is the tax base upon which the personal income tax schedule
is applied. In the end only about 13% of adults end up contributing to the tax, with the
Top 4% or so entering the highest tax bracket.
Over the 2007-2015 period, at least two thirds of total declared income is
comprised of taxable income, 10% accounts for the withheld income taxed
exclusively and almost 30% accounts for non-taxable income. From this exposition it
is clear that the taxation system for personal incomes in Brazil violates the principle
21

There are seven legal deductions that can be applied – all social security contributions made to the
public fund and up to 12 per cent made to private funds; allowances for declared dependents
(children, spouses and other relatives) up to a fixed limit; education expenses up to a fixed limit;
medical expenses without limit; business expenses of independent workers up to a fixed threshold;
income maintenance of ex-spouses or relatives up to a fixed limit or a standard discount of 20 per cent
of taxable income for registered employees (that replaces all other deductions if selected).
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of horizontal equity, since all income sources are not taxed according to the same
schedule, with capital income being taxed less in general, or in some cases not taxed
at all when received.
In order to evaluate the principle of vertical equity we can first begin by
investigating how these three categories are distributed among the individuals that
file a tax return. Figure 11 displays the legal composition of top personal incomes in
2015 to get an idea of the full picture. The trend is striking as we move up the
distribution. For individuals in the Top 15-10% (P85-90), 85% of their income is made
up of taxable income (subject to the personal income tax), about 5% is withheld
income taxed exclusively and about 10% is non-taxable. The share of taxable income
falls as we move towards higher groups, barely accounting for 10% for the richest
0.01%. Withheld incomes increase in importance as we move up the distribution,
reflecting the fact the richer individuals probably earn a higher fraction of their income
from capital income such as interests and capital gains. The same is true of nontaxable income components like distributed business profits and dividends.
Importantly, these legal compositions can influence the forms of remuneration
chosen by asset-owning elites. In the case of dividends, for instance, the tax system
may influence the extent to which corporate owners (i.e. shareholders) may prefer to
receive distributed profits (i.e. dividends) rather than to accumulate wealth through
retained earnings to re-invest in the corporation or to realize future capital gains by
selling their shares at a later date, or other types of capital payments, such as share
bonus-schemes/buybacks. In the Brazilian case, corporate owners pay less tax on
distributed profits than if they were to accumulate profits in the company (either for
induced capital gains – taxed at a 15% rate – or for further investment to increase
labour incomes – taxed at the highest marginal rate of 27.5%). 22 The Brazilian
income tax system can thus be said to motivate distinct forms of rent-seeking
behaviour among elites.
According to studies based on household survey data (see for instance
Higgins and Pereira, 2013 and Medeiros and Souza, 2015), the income tax appears
to be a relatively progressive instrument in Brazil. From Figure 11 however it seems
as though the personal income tax is not a very redistributive tool. A more definitive
answer can be given be calculating the average effective tax rate paid by elites. As
mentioned above to arrive at the tax base on which the progressive rates are applied
numerous deductions can be subtracted from taxable income. These deductions are
not uniformly distributed as Figure 12 demonstrates. For richer groups the share of
deductions is much lower, their importance being far more pronounced for the middle
classes. The share of the total income of the Top 15-10% accounted for by
deductions is 21%, with many opting for the standard discount. For the Top 0.01% it
is only 2% with the lions share coming from the deduction for business expenses.
Figure 13 presents the complete average effective income tax rates for top groups in
22

These distinct forms of remuneration apply after the company has paid the corporate income tax
(imposto de renda das pessoas jurídicas, IRPJ – 15% of profits + 10% of profits that exceed R$20,000
per month) and the social contribution over net profit (contribuição social sobre o lucro líquido, CSLL –
15% for financial institutions, 9% for the rest).
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Brazil in 2015 and its composition between the personal tax applied on taxable
income and the exclusive taxes applied on the withheld income (which are not
subsequently subject to the personal income tax). The principle of vertical equity
suggests that higher income groups should have higher effective tax rates. However,
there is a marked violation of this principle as average tax rates being to fall once we
move beyond the Top 0.5%. Until then they are increasing from 1% of total income
for P85-90 group to almost 12% for the P99-95 group. Beyond the Top 0.5% of the
distribution they fall until reaching about 6% of total income for the richest 0.01% in
the population. That is, the richest 13,000 individuals only pay 6% of their income in
tax.
These findings are a clear reflection of the division of incomes presented in
Figure 11, rather than the role of deductions (see Figure 12). However, for lower
groups the impact of deductions is more noteworthy given that most of their income
is taxable income. But as one moves up the distribution it is the sources of the
income received that matters for the tax burden. As a final point we may also note
how these average tax burdens have changed over time. Table 5 notes that for the
income groups in violation of the vertical equity principle, their average tax rates have
decreased since 2007, while for most of the lower income groups their average tax
rates have increased. With such low average effective tax rates, sourced from the
fiscal separation of income, it is not difficult to understand how Brazil has come to
have such a skewed income distribution. Piketty, Saez and Stancheva (2014) argue
that high tax rates make it more difficult for corporate executives (i.e. individuals who
have to bargain to increase their income) to pay themselves more. In Brazil, as in
many other countries, corporate executives dominate the top of the distribution (see
Table 4). With such low marginal tax rates and low effective rates (due to the
absence of taxation for certain important categories of income) the “compensationbargaining” constraint is not going to be very binding.
3.3.1. Policy Implications
In light of the above findings on income concentration in Brazil and the taxation of its
elites one may ask what courses of action should policymakers target to give the
personal income tax greater redistributive power. Figure 14 presents a clear picture
of the first steps to improving the distributive consequences of the personal income
tax in Brazil. It shows the average effective income tax rates according to three
difference distributions of income: the taxable income distribution, the distribution of
the sum of taxable and withheld income, and the distribution of total income (the sum
of taxable, withheld and tax-exempt income). The lesson from presenting these three
distributions is that in order to satisfy the principle of vertical equity, the average
effective tax rates for total income should more closely resemble those for the
taxable income distribution. To do this policymakers would need to remove the
regressive exemptions on distributed profits and dividends that encourage rentseeking behaviour, and apply the personal income tax schedule to all incomes
currently withheld and taxed exclusively at lower rates. This means bringing capital
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gains and interests from financial investments into the existing personal income tax
schedule. The aim would be to have a unified personal income tax that includes all
categories of labour and capital income. Then the debate could be focused on
whether to add more marginal rates above the current maximum rate of 27.5%,
which is very low by international standards.23

4. Conclusions and Future Research
While most studies on income inequality in developing countries use either surveybased measures or tax-based measures of inequality, this paper sought to combine
these two sources in the case of Brazil over the last fifteen years. As such our paper
contributes a method to estimate the entire distribution of income between all adult
persons in a developing country. In the first step we produce a new series of fiscal
income, combining annual and nationally representative household survey microlevel data (from the national statistics office) with detailed tabulations on income tax
declarations (recently released by the federal tax office) in a consistent manner. Our
results provide a sharp upward revision to the official estimates of inequality in Brazil.
This confirms that surveys grossly underestimate the level of incomes at the top. The
notable results are the exceptionally large polarization between incomes at the top
and the rest, and the exceptionally weak command of income of the Middle 40% and
the Bottom 50% of the distribution. These results pinpoint the structural origins of
inequality in the country – very high skill and capital premiums leading to capital
extraction at the top and subsistence livelihood at the bottom, increasingly dependent
on government intervention in the economy.
Income growth has also been unequal, with the bottom distribution making
gains at the expense of the top but not the elite upper groups. Yet, top groups in
general still managed to capture disproportionate fractions of total growth. These
groups comprised mostly of civil servants and well-protected independent
professions, but also other private sector workers, indicating that growth seemed to
have been spread out across occupations at the top. At the very summit the
dominance of corporate ownership is clear. We also find that the majority of the
income of the very rich in Brazil is not subject to the personal income tax. While they
concentrate a lower proportion of legal deductions, the elite upper class benefits from
tax exemptions on distributed profits and dividends and lower exclusive tax rates for
income from financial investments. The analysis of average effective tax rates
motivated the consideration of potential policy responses, which go in the direction of
creating a unified personal income tax schedule for all types of income, thus
eliminating current regressive exemptions.

23

The top marginal income tax rate is 40% in the US and Chile, and 35% in Mexico. China operates a
similar tax system to Brazil in the sense that different income tax categories are subject to different
schedules. Wages are subject to a top marginal tax rate of 45%, business income to a top rate of 35%
and capital income is taxed at a flat rate of 20% (see Piketty, Yang and Zucman, 2017).
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Future versions of this work will first look to refine the estimates made here,
upon the release of new information. In a second step we aim to construct
Distributional National Accounts (DINA) for Brazil, where we estimate a distributional
series for national income using national accounts. The immediate benefit of this new
specification will be to distribute income growth more consistently with
macroeconomic aggregates. However, this means that we must also impute a
distribution over income flows that do not appear in the household sector accounts,
such as imputed rents to owner-occupiers, and undistributed business income, which
is no straightforward matter. As evidenced in Section 3.3, it is important to account
for undistributed corporate profits because how private individuals choose to
distribute them may well vary across countries and over time (depending on tax
incentives, etc.). This can introduce non-negligible biases in our distributional
estimates, especially at the top.
Subsequently we will look to exploit the 1976-1999 micro-files of the
household survey in order to estimate a full historical series to the best of our ability.
In doing so we can make us of historical income tax records published in the Annual
Statistical Yearbook of the IBGE between 1976 and 1989 to compare the profiles of
upgrade factors with those calculated from the 2007-2015 tax data. In this pursuit two
things must be borne in mind. First, prior to 1995 distributed company profits and
dividends were no longer exempt from the income tax, and the tax office had less
sophisticated monitoring programs compared to nowadays. Second inflation was
rampant between 1976 and 1995, increasing from 100% to over 1000% by the end of
the period. Thus the use of income tax tabulations for this period is questionable
given that nominal incomes were rising at a faster rate than that which the income tax
brackets were adjusted. This would favour the use of surveys for this period and
adjustment factors based on more recent fiscal data. We will also explore alternative
survey-adjustment methods, as informed by Flores and Morgan (2017). Moreover,
more precise inequality series could be estimated, starting from the current period,
based on more refined occupational tables and also based on age and gender using
the data and methods at our disposal. The present paper can thus be seen as a first
step towards all these goals.
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Notes: the figure shows ratios of fiscal average incomes to survey average incomes for each percentile of the two respective
distributions up to P99. Fiscal data start at around P80 for all years.

Notes: the figure shows ratios of fiscal average incomes to survey average incomes for each percentile of the two respective
distributions above P99. Fiscal data start at around P80 for all years.

Notes: The figure shows the evolution of real average fiscal income by database. The denominator is the adult population. The
numerators come from the different sources and are such that the income concept is consistent across them. The combined survey+
tax series is computed using correction coefficients applied to the survey incomes (where the coefficient = tax income/survey income for
each percentile in the distribution). For the 2001-2006 when there is not distributional information for tax data we take the correction
coefficient of the closest year (i.e. 2007).

Notes: Distribution of pretax fiscal income (before taxes and transfers, except pensions and unempl. insurance) among
adults. Corrected estimates (combining survey and fiscal data). Equal-split-adults series (income of married couples divided
by two).

Notes: Distribution of pretax fiscal income (before taxes and transfers, except pensions and unempl. insurance) among
adults. Corrected estimates (combining survey and fiscal data). Raw estimates rely only on self-reported survey data. Equalsplit-adults series (income of married couples divided by two).

Notes: Distribution of pretax fiscal income (before taxes and transfers, except pensions and unempl. insurance) among
adults. Corrected estimates (combining survey and fiscal data). Raw estimates rely only on self-reported survey data. Equalsplit-adults series (income of married couples divided by two).

Notes: Distribution of pretax fiscal income (before taxes and transfers, except pensions and unempl. insurance) among
adults. Corrected estimates (combining survey and fiscal data). Equal-split-adults series (income of married couples divided
by two). Estimates for USA and China are from http://wid.world/.

Notes: Distribution of pretax fiscal income (before taxes and transfers, except pensions and unempl. insurance) among
adults. Corrected estimates (combining survey and fiscal data). Equal-split-adults series (income of married couples divided
by two). Estimates for USA and China are from http://wid.world/.

Notes: Distribution of pretax fiscal income (before taxes and transfers, except pensions and unempl. insurance) among
adults. Corrected estimates (combining survey and fiscal data). Equal-split-adults series (income of married couples divided
by two). Estimates for USA and China are from http://wid.world/.

Notes: Distribution of pretax fiscal income (before taxes and transfers, except pensions and unempl. insurance) among
adults. For Colombia and South Africa the unit of observation is the adult individuals, while for Brazil, China and USA it is
equal-split adults (income of married couples divided by two). Corrected estimates (combining survey and fiscal data).
Estimates for Colombia, South Africa, USA and China are from http://wid.world/.

Notes: Distribution of pretax fiscal income (before taxes and transfers, except pensions and unempl. Insurance). Income is
total assessed income prior to deductions from income tax declarations. "P90-95" includes individuals between percentiles
90 to 95, "P95-99" includes the next 4%, "P99-99.5" the next 0.5% and so on. The unit of observation is the adult individual
(income of joint filing couples is taken as one unit),

Notes: Distribution of schedular deductions. "P90-95" includes individuals between percentiles 90 to 95, "P95-99" includes
the next 4%, "P99-99.5" the next 0.5% and so on. The unit of observation is the adult individual (income of joint filing couples
is taken as one unit),

Notes: Distribution of pretax fiscal income (before taxes and transfers, except pensions and unempl. Insurance). Income is
total assessed income prior to deductions from income tax declarations. "P90-95" includes individuals between percentiles
90 to 95, "P95-99" includes the next 4%, "P99-99.5" the next 0.5% and so on. The unit of observation is the adult individual.
(income of joint filing couples is taken as one unit),

Notes: Distribution of pretax fiscal income (before taxes and transfers, except pensions and unempl. Insurance) according to
three different income distributions. The unit of observation is the adult individual (income of joint filing couples is taken as
one unit). Taxable income includes labour income of salaried employees and the self-employed as well as property rent.
Withheld income (taxed exclusively) includes the 13th salary and capital gains and income from financial investments.
Exempt income includes mostly distributed business profits/dividends, but also the exempt part of pensions and income from
rural activity, interests from savings accounts and other types of labour and capital incomes.

